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Dr. Eastman, Play wright. Will Attend Steel Shortages

World Premiere of "The Old School"
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Ticket Sale Opens Friday,
Play is Author's Fourth
Presented at Wooster

s

fl

World premiere of "The
School," by Dr. Fred Eastman, the
drama written especially for the
75th Anniversary celebration of
sw
the college, .will be given on the
'pa.Roeixr&WiiSQft.
Wooster campus next Wednesday,
PePresident of the
Oct. 15 in Taylor hall at 8:15.
troleum Transport Co., Dr. Robert E.
Dr. Eastman, '08, professor of EngWilson, Wooster 1914, presents as his
address in the series of educational lish at Chicago Seminary, will be in
lectures, "Individuals and Incentive, the audience to witness the first preA Physical Scientist Looks at Our
sentation of his new play. Tickets for
System". Dr. Wilson's affiliation
the Homecoming play will go on sale
with the Transport Co. has been since
tomorrow at 1 p.m. in Kauke entrance.
'1937.
The play will be presented also on
Thursday and Saturday evenings of
the diamond jubilee week.
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Eastman production which college students have played here, according to
Dr. Delbert G.' Lean, director. Previous plays have been "Bread", "The

se

Col-IegeofJWposterould-

have

Weaiher Handicaps
Index Photographer;
;
List New Schedule
:

1

Dedication - of the new -- Student
Union building has been postponed
indefinitely. As originally planned,
the dedication was to take place at
the annual Homecoming, but a serious delay in the shipment of the steel
used for the structure has interrupted
s
construction.
of the steel
arrived last week, and the remaining
one third is expected in the near fu'
ture.
,
The steel was purchased last spring
by the contractors, Peck and Udell,
just before the federal government
cut off the supply of steel for private
use by enforcing priorities over steel consumption. The
had no
chance whatsoever of obtaining steel
if they had not contracted for it before the priorities were rigidly enforced.
According to Mr. Donald E. Dicka
son, the Union building will be completed and ready for student use a
short time after Christmas. The building, which will include the renovated
observatory, is intended to " centralize
student social life! Miss Bertha Uhlen-- '
dorff has been placed in charge of
all activities in the building.
Improved facilities for social use in
the Union building include a dance
pavilion, a music room, a soda bar,
lounges, a terrace at the rear of the
building, and the book store. The
Two-third-

Pan-Americ- an

.
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Great Choice", and "The Tinker".

The Index office will be. thrown
open tomorrow "afternoon whenthe
college yearbook plans an "open
house" for all upperclassmen interested in working on the publication.
Last Friday afternoon 20 freshmen
reported to Index heads, Bob Edwards
and Herbert Rogers, and were assigned
Yoffice.
to the administration of senior por.
Various plans are submitted by stu- traits.
Editor Edwards urges all upperclass- basement will be used by the library
dents and- - faculty. Professor Carey,
professor, played by men, including former members, to for storing rarely used reference
a radicaf-ycunJohn Bathga0$, suggests that the school drop in at the offices and "acclimate" books. The dance pavilion will have a
'
themselves
space for an orchestra as well as a
.
.
"The Scot in History" wilUitle the be taken over by the state. The presiweather
The
be
juke
seems
box. Refreshments will be served
refuses
present
dent
the
other
hand
to
to
at
on
address to be presented by Dr. Walobstacle in the path of progthe
chief
which
might
proposal
agree
(Continued on Page 4)
any
put
to
lace Notestein on Friday morning,
the Index. Rain caused the
for
ress
college
the
purely
a
mercenary
on
Oct. 17, at 10 a.m. in the Chapel. Dr.
taking of pictures to be postponed.
Board Selects Officers
'Notestein was graduated from Woos- basis. He believes that "The Old
School" should continue to be the
and sophomore pictures were
Junior
and
last
the
century,
the
of
at
turn
ter
for yesterdayr A change
fine culralhstitutidniir has-bat present is Sterling Professor of
Newly elected officers of the Juthe taking of freshman
plans
for
in
founding.
all
since
However,
its
is
not
English history at Princeton univerdicial
Board of the Women's
done yet, and after the students get pictures necessitates their reporting to
sity.
Association are the foltheir say, led by John Mellin as the chapel steps on Saturday morning in
lowing:
L'orna
Strawn, senior; Annthe following order:;
(Continued on Page 4)"
Freeman
ette
and
Pherria Haymans,
Douglass hall, sections
and , 2,
juhiorsEvelyn"
Baker
"and Jane El9:30 a.m; Hoover cottage, floors 1 and
sophomores;
liott,
Peg
Russell, fresh"-ma2,(9:30 a.m; Douglass hall, sections
Fuller,
Jo
freshman;
3 and 4, 10 a.m.; Hoover cottage,
'
floors 3 and 4, 10 a.m.; Douglass hall, and Betty Geating,
The action of the drama takes place
on a college Cpus which is preparing to celebrate its 75th anniversary.
The school, however, is in debt and a
plan must be formulated to solve the
problem, or the president, played by
Walter Krumm, will be removed from

Hallowe'en Events
promoted social
functions stir in the spotlight of the
coming
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Self-Governme-
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Chance at Fame
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Are you musically inclined? If so
why don't you dash off the words and
music for a new college song and get
your name in the Wooster annals.
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by Oct. 15.

Drr Arthur H.' Compton,

discover
er of the cosmic ray, will speak at the
.educational program in Memorial
Chapel at 10 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 18.
Compton, Wooster 1913, and professor of physics at the University of
Chicago since 1923, will discuss
"Physics and the Future".

Many entries have been received
already
some essays uphold presWooster
status while others deent
nounce certain policies with definite
suggestions for improvement.
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Second phase of the contest is open
only to alumni but for thisbrain
teaser 105 in prizes is being awarded
50, first;
25, second; and three
prizes of 10 each. This is an essay
contest entitled "Wooster Faces - Tomorrow", with a deadline in the Alum-n- i
office set at Oct. 10.. Prizes will be
awarded at the anniversary dinner
and judging will be by Wooster alum,
ni.

McKee and Staff Issue
October Alumni Bulletin

The October issue of the Wooster
Alumni Bulletin, the first to be. pubx
f
sv ass,
lished by the new staff, was issued this
week. John D. McKee, who became
Director of Alumni Relations this
' fall, edited the Bulletin. He was assisted by associate editors Miss Fran;
ces Guille and Miss Peggy Mull. The
1
sssi.is
jsWjLs&js&&
MOli-- .
cover displays the architect's conception of the probable appearance of
"justice
of
chief
the Student Union upon its compleWeygandt,
Carl V.
to
-- Ohio Supreme
returns
Court
tion in the near future. The Bulletin
the
75th
also includes articles covering Woosannithe
of
the campus as one
will
justice
chief
.The
ter graduates in national service, facversary speakers.
Chaotic
College
a
ility
in
additions, students from foreign
speak on
diplo
his
received
lands,
and freshmen who are sons and
World". Weygandt
of
1912.
class
slaughters of Wooster alumni.
ma with the
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upper-classma-

sections 5 and. 6, 10:30 a.m.; Westminster, 10:30 a.m.; Miller Manor,
Seniors hold office for the year;
10:30 a.m.; Douglass, section 7, 10:45 others for three months. Annette Freea.m.; Douglass, section 8, 11 a.m.; man was elected their secretary.
Korner Klub and Colonial, 11 a.m.;
and all non-dorfreshmen at 1 1 a.m.
Co-e- d
All freshmen please note that these
pictures will be taken on the chapel
steps, and not at the dorms as originally scheduled.
m

Initiation of the song will occur
at the 75 th Anniversary dinner, Oct.
17, and the author will be awarded
an honorarium. Sponsor of the contest
is the College of Wooster alumni office,
and judging will be handled by the
members of the music department.
The song must be in the alumni office

us

off-camp-

week-end'-

activities.
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To Commemorate'College Founding

Wishart Presides at Jubilee Dinner

From Prominent Wooster Alumni Gather to Lead Forums

In Discussing Three Main Divisions of Education

By DOROTHY RICKARDS
Raymond Earl Baldwin, governor of the state of Connecticut, and
for the future, a hallowe'en party for Guy E. Snavely, executive director of the Association of American
freshmen.
Colleges, will speak at the 75 th Anniversary dinner of the College of
Babcock basement will be the scene Wooster in Severance gymnasium Friday, Oct 17.
of a senate sponsored "vie" dance this
Dr. Baldwin has been governor of Connecticut since Jan. 4, 1939.".
Saturday night. Dancing from 8 to
He received his A.B. and LL.D. degrees at Wesleyan University.
11 p.m. will feature the music of reDr. Snavely has been 'associated with American colleges and with
corded favorites.
Bob Lessing has charge of the ar- Phi Beta Kappa for many years. Since 1937 he has been the executive
director of the Association of
rangements. Lessing is the chairman
of the senate social committee. AdAmerican Colleges.
all-colle-

mission will be

ge

Musical Society

cents per couple.

15

CharlesIreland

will direct another
sing on the library steps
this Sunday evening at 7 p.m. Senate
president, Jerry Stryker, urges a still
greater response from the student body
at this sing.
To cheer the Scot jaunt to
Saturday, a bonfire will be ignited behind Hygeia hall at 7 p.m.,
all-colle-

--

ge

Den-is&-

Friday.BiU LeFevre

n,

be song

will

Dr. Baldwin and Dr. Snavely
LarilLj5peakta Wooste- r- students,
faculty, and alumni at the open
The
chapter of the Diamond Jubilee dinner Friday eve
national music society, Pi Kappa ning. Dr. Charles F. Wishart, presLambda, will hold its organization ident of the college since 1919, will

Organizes-iHan- s
newly-forme- d

meeting at the Black and Gold tea preside as toastmaster. The banquet,
room Saturday, Oct. 18 at 11:30 a.m., to be held in the gym, is open to all
according to Prof. Neill O. Rowe, friends of Wooster and tickets will
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3.09 Average Places

The

Ninth Section First
Boasting a 3.09 scholastic average
out of a possible 4.0, Ninth Section
led the entire field of male students
for the second semester of the 1940-4-

1

--

school year, according to figures
released from the Office of the Dean
of Men yesterday.

of the society are
the following: president, Neill O.
Rowe;
Eve Roine Richmond; recording secretary, William
DeVeny;
corresponding
secretary,
Daniel Par melee; treasurer, Clarice
Parmelee. The charter members are
Neill O. Rowe, Clarice Paul Parmelee,
Daniel D. Parmelee, Gertrude Rowe,
Eye Roine, Richmond
and .William
Conrad DeVeny.
officers-elec-

vice-presiden-

t

t,

F,.(.It..l.,
p

,

,

one-fourt-

.

A service of commemoration on
Thursday, Oct. 16, will open the anniversary celebration. On this occasion the speakers will be Dr. George
NV Luccock, '78, of ttrU. S.'ATancl"
Wooster, and Prof. Howard F. Lowry, '23, of Princeton University. At
the conclusion of' the speeches a
bronze tablet will be unveiled in
memory of the Rev. James A. Reed,
who was the leader of the movement
(Continued on Page 4)

Members

newly-organize-

Swell College Choir

V
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Eating Plan Try out Experiment
.

Thirty-ninnew voices have been
added to the roster of the Westminster '
college choir, Prof. Neill O. Rowe
announced last week. The new- members are: sopranos, Evelyn Baker,
Jeanette Curtis, Margaret Goldsmith,
Betty Good, Patricia Kennedy, Sarah
Lantz, Dorothy Neff, Shirley Parker,
Lauralynn Parkerson, Annamarie
Peck, Phyllis Rubins, June Sitler,
Pauline Smith, Margaret Stoll, Virginia Witzler; altos, Carol Bender,
Jean Emery, Mary Alice Holt Helen"
Kelly, Margaret King, Virginia Kroe-hlSally Lou Sargent, Marjorie StewWharton, Mary Jane Whel-aAnn
art,
Lois Wilson, and Betty Lou Dick,
e

-
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T
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.
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ens.
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Stark Leads Student

-

'

I
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New men members include: tenors,
Russell Barnett, Robert Borland, Andrew Lowry, Roger Richards, and
James Thompson; basses, Richard
Graven, Norman Howe, Charles Irwin, Robert Kendall, William Steiner,
Robert Taylor, and Clark Weynant.
--

Social House Group
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Mulder, Donaldson Head
Publication of Directory

The 1941 issue of the Student Directory will be available to the public
on, or about Oct. 17. The directory,
The triumvirate which forwarded the cause of d eating are snapped by a Voice photographer at the initial compiled by George Mulder and Jim
enactment of the new eating plan. The .trio, seated left to right are: Lois Wilson, Eleeta Brown, and John Bath- - Donaldson,
and Ruthmary
gate. Waiter serving is jerry Katherman. (Voice Photo.)
Woolf and Ann Wharton, typists, will
sell for the usual price of 29 cents.
In an effort to better the social completed, a poll will be taken of the present the facilities can accommodate
The directories will be offered for sal
status of the campus, 192 men and participants in order to learn their only that number. However, if the
in the dormitories on the day of
women students ate dinner together reactions. If , the majority feel it toa students wish to continue it, accommopublication, and thereafter, at the
Monday and Wednesday evenings in be a success, co d eating will become dations for more students can be ar
campus book store.
'
ranged.
dining halls. partoftheregularlife at Wooster
.

'

ft-

co-e-

co-edito- rs,

-

HoldenandKenarden

L

Those who ate in Kenarden Monday
evening moved to Holden Wednesday
and vice versa, by this double shift
eating can
a broader opinion of
meal will
be obtained. The next
co-e-

d

co-e- d

be Monday, Oct. 13.
After these three trial meals ' are

,

'

.

'VOICE STAFF MEETS

v

fi

James A. Reed, the series of educational programs with ten outstanding
Wooster. alumni as speakers, and the
college's 23rd annual Hnmrrnminy

The following basis was used to ' This society is the parallel in the
compute the average grades: 4 equals music field to Phi Beta Kappa in the
A; 3, B; 2, C; 1, D; and 0 signifies E, liberal arts field. Membership is gained
through scholarship,, and only .those
;
positions were Third from the highest
h
In runner-uof a
Section, with a mark of 2.75, Second graduating class may be accepted.
Section with a 2.57 average, and Honorary members who have attained
Fourth Section with 2.53. Other sec- distinction in the music field may bed
tion averages were Warburton, 2.51; come members. The
Thirty-nin- e
Fifth Section, 2.48; Seventh Section, Upsilon chapter at Wooster has in2.38; Livingstone Lodge, 2.32;' Sixth vited President Charles F. Wishart' to
Section, 2.27; and First Section, 2.19. be its first honorary membeV

Voice reporters will meet in the
Voice office ' in lower Kauke at
10:30 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 11 to
receive instructions about the special anniversary edition of the paper. All reporters must be present
on time. ..."
Department heads will meet in
the Voice office promptly at 9:45
a.m.

Martha Stark has been appointed
chairman of the student committee
for the Women's Federation social
center, or Bennett house, located Nn,
the first home north of Holden hall.
The rooms "are being 'remodeled for
exclusive use of girls only and will
be open at all times for lounging,
campus parties or teas, and will also
include the W.S.G.A. fiction library.
In previous years the Y.W. tea
house was operated on a similar scale,
but because of the Student Union
building the Y.W., W.S.G.A., and
W.A.A. have joined forces in keeping these two rooms and a kitchenette
open for social functions. Although
will be served,
n o refreshments
the rooms may be used for special
parties, dinners, or teas for a charge
of 50 cents.
Assisting Martha will be Martha
McCreight, Dorothy Robins, Annette
Freeman, Betty Gourley, Betty Piatt,
and Nancy Helm, freshman

..

" "
leader and.announcr.
- head. jp. the music7.itepaklaThe be sold ae"!.--'
Plans are as yet incomplete for the meeting is being held in connection
College Celebrates Founding
freshman, hallowe'en party planned twith the college's 75 th anniversary
Wooster's 75th anniversary, in obfor the evening of Oct. 31. Douglass celebration. The President-Genera- l
of servance of the granting of the charbasement will be the probable site-o- f
Pi Kappa Lambda will be present at
ter on Dec. 18, 1866, includes a rethe affair.
the meeting to present the charter,
install the officers, and initiate the view of the college's history, the unveiling of the tablet to the Rev. Mr.
members.

Leaders of
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Musicians Have
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Senate

the Senate room last Monday night
come the promise of a bonfire, "vie"
dance, another
sing, and

g

een

Luccock, Lowry Speak at Service

Dance, .Bonfire and

Student

j Old

So-'ci-

Senate Plans Sing,

Postpone Union
Dedication Date
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John Bathgate, in a statement re
garding the matter, said, "At present,
indications are that the plans will b
a great success. We urge the cooperation of every student on the hill."
More than 192 students desired to
participate in the experiment but at
.

--

In speaking of co-e- d
eating, Lois
Wilson, ' one of the leaders in the
movement, said, "since the first trial
was apparently a success, we hope that
the plan will become a permanent feature of Wooster life, and that everyone some day enjoys it's benefits."

This year, as in the past, the booklets will contain the alphabetically
arranged names, school addressee,
classes, home .addresses and school
phones of every Wooster student. Student-artist
Davs Alter designed the
cover for this year's issue.
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We are pleased to feel New Englandish today. Fitting, then, to repeat thestory about
the Bostonian lady who found herself seated
next to a Western woman at a banquet. Displaying the fine spirit of comaraderie so prevalent in the East, the Bostonian began the
conyersation with," "and where, do you come
from, my dear?"

..

Distribator at CoOaeiaaa Dicst

-

Robert G. Wilder

C

JMitoc-in-Chi-

ef

Buaincw Manager

B. Satttrthwaitau.

-

:

.Associate Editor
-- Sports Editor

Ralph Crider

Harold

Copy Editors

Becky Hostetter, Jean Hudson
Jean femeltt
Cliff Alexander-Harr- y

,

"Iowa," was the reply.'
The Bostonian looked benevolent, .."I think
I ought to tell you," she said, "that out here we
pronounce it 'Ohio'."

feature editor

:

Editor

Make-u- p

.Advertising Manager
-- Circulation Manager

BigeJow

Jane Adamt- Van de Visse

Lewis

--

.

Auditor

No doubt you've read William Lyon Phelps'
anecdote about the English critic, Sir Walter
Raleigh? As we recall, Sir Walter had lectured
at .Yale and was to appear at Cambridge shortly after. The Cambridge committee received a
telegram from Yale describing the "smair sized
lecturer as tall and broad. It so happened that
a tall, broad American was on the same train.
When the American stepped onto the plat- form, he was greeted by one -- of the Cam"You are Sir Walter
bridge ' committee.
Raleigh, I presume?"

STAFF ASSOCIATES
Haines Reichel. Dorothy Rickards, Gricc
Martha Stark, Gordon Gray

Ohki,

ASSISTANTS
Edith heck. Herb Ervin, John Stranahan, Lois Schroedcr,
Phyllis Johnaon. Roger Beck, Margaret Neely, Peggy Welsh.
Betty MacPhee,
Ellen Vaugh.
Ed Morris,
Betty Steiner.
John Gebhardt, Betty Piatt, Nancy Ruth, John Stalker, Ed
Fisher.
.

--

--

----

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
CarroB Reed. Phyllis VanDuier, Carol Berwick, Barbara Haas, Elinor Ehrman, Hank Miller, Bob Douglass, Glenn Bryan, George Koch, Jane Needham.

Ruth Twitchcfl.

Columbus. Who are you?"

While we're, on trains and Englishmen, we
might get this one off pur chet. Three deaf
men were traveling by rail and came to the
town of Wembley. "This must be Wembley,"

there-woul-

of their number willing to teach them even
though he had a limited education.

-- had-not

"No, it isn't Wednesday," answered
other. It's Thursday."

an-

"I'm thirsty, too," said the third. "Let's get
a drink."

-

And about the finicky old maid from Maine
who stopped in a- New York hotel. After
getting her luggage settled she started to explore her surroundings. Opening a door at the
end of the hall, she was shocked to find a man
therein taking a bath. "I beg your pardon," she
shrilled, "but I was looking for the fire es-

Of course it would be a great victory for the.
war crowd,' if they could announce that Stalin
had guaranteed religious freedom to the Soviet's millions. Then the claim could be made
that Russia was embracing the "four freedoms"
and that the world's bloodiest dictatorship had
become a "democracy" overnight. And we
would be expected to save this struggling
young "democracy" from Hitler's clutches,
as we are expected to save so many othe
things.
--

.

Such "freedom", if granted, would be noth
ing more than iridiculous farcer Stalin would- be merely imitating Hitler's old game of Real-- ,
politik, espousing any cause or group as long
as it is of value, and then abruptly discarding
- it after, it has served its purpose. Religious
freedom inJUissia would perish before it had
even begun. Or perhaps the interventionists
intend for us to preserve it by force for Russian posterity.

--

-'

.--
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all-colle-

ge

It makes us sore to pay our money to get
--

into the gym, and then not "more than five
minutes later see acouple slip ioulyTnrwithr
the crowd. Another common practice is for the
couple to wait until intermission and then
when the ticket takers - relax their watch to
sneak in as if no one was the wiser. Isn't it
funny how almost every time someone sees
--

them?

Naturally, the girl must think a lot of an
escort whoproposes suchTn idea." The sporting
thing is the wise thing. The dances are inexpensive enough;' so all college students' wh6
even think of having dates should be able to
pay. We are all aware of this brazen form of
chiseling!

'

Cigarette Smoking
-

By "ANDY"

Despite the starry-eyelooks brought on by
the thought of the liomecoming holidays this,
d

is holding its own. To begin,
coming week-enon Friday night Sections Four and Nine have
decided to succumb to the call of the wild with
their respective, and we .hope respectable,
Ninth Section will make Highland Park
its goal while Fourth remains secretive, revealing only that the destination will be at "a'
rather unique locus in the Wooster Forest."

off-campu-

We are not condemning the
inive'a much right to smoke as the
co-ed-

s,

They

s.

.so-call-

ed

tronger sex. Probably some step should be'
. taken to permit limited smoking privileges in
'
the girls dorms.

s.

g

year-'roun-

e

d

,

-

xiderand-marshmallows-wilLshar&-the4ime

light with

the-mal-

escorts.

e

As far as we can figure out there isn't going
- to be much outdoor space left on Friday night -for we .find yet another group determined to
breathe fresh air and camp-firsmoke. First
e

Section has organized a weiner roast. It's,
destination is the city park at 5:30 and the
sidewalks roll up for the Beta boys at 10:30.
Perhaps you didn't realize that the Voice
staff has its lighter side. It does, however, and
it will be evident on Friday night as all the
members get together for a dance instead of the
usual last minute scurry to beat the deadline.
Those who admit their journalistic inclinations
will slip and trip with their dates in Babcock
from 8 till 11.
an-

football game and the first
Vic dance of the year (there is nothing like
them, freshmen). 'It will be held in Babcock
from 8 till 11 and we hope it cools off before
then.
out-of-tow-

n

Saturday afternoon is filled this week through
the cooperative .efforts of the W A. A. and
Y. W. C. A. who wilLendeavdr to show the
upperclassmen and their little sisters what the
latest fads and frills are. It is a style show
with tea being served as further inducement.
It will be held "at Babcock from 2:30 to 4:30.
Have fun!
-

"

"V

looked but an opinion expressed too
in a
boldly is the same as asking for
series of three articles written on life
in the United States Army by Pvt.
'
Politics Involved! '
Arthur J. Saalfield. Saalfield is sta- is, purely political and
tiohed at Camp Shelby, Miss. In this
is seldom championed. Our army
merit
article, the author discloses his own
is democratic in the sense that the
ideas about army democracy. He feels
background of its components is satthat the American people need "a
urated with the rights and ideals esshot in the arm" or a
"
camtablished in our nation. The army,
paign to stimulate them to action.
itself, cannot be called democratic
when there is distinction between priwritten vates and
sMuch has
"officers,"
,and between the various ranks of com
never read an expression of a missioned officers. The setup is one
private's point of view. Perhaps it where no individual is his own leader.
will not be tolerated, but I would They claim to seek initiative and dislike to ojfer more or less a "worm's courage it along the way, We may
eye view" from the ranks, looking
be democratic in spirit, but not ir

Editor's Note: This

whole-heartedl-

is the last

Z'T-Promotio-

n

"rah-rah-

be4idand

.

hon-eornrriiss'ioh- ed

practice.
Democracy is the Big Thing
In America today democracy is the
big thing. We find-i- t in all walks of
life. The new social trends have permeated or threatened every dictatorial

Army Must Work Fast
Democtacy, as we all know, is slow
moving. In my opinion, this is no
way for an army to function.'
Democracy calls for fraternity
organization in our land. The philos- which, in the army way of life, hinophy has been to share the other fel- ders discipline and respect which are
low's burden, encourage individual- necessary for a high" morale. All of
ism, and allow the voice of the masses these factors must be combined to
to be heard and considered with tol- make a crack fighting unit. Harsh;
erance. Recently it has become neces- - dictatorial leadership with a system
f
.
e
sary
u our tuumry
country to
io expand its based on merit and pride must grad'alr ror
r
r
"6"""ti iviv.es anu oecome an armed ually replace the present order. It is
democracy. It follows, then, and ha. taking us a long time to understand
been ciaimed. that the o Id feudali.tir that we are arming to fight, if need
control over the Army has been aband- be, that the results may cost many ...
oned. I would like to" discuss two lives, and that our mode of life may
questions which immediately arise. Has turn completely about.
this policy been carried out? and is if
Americans Are Asleep
a satisfactory way to run our army?
The American people as a whole
My humble opinion is that the an- are still sleeping and many of those
swer to the first question is both yes who show concern do so only superand no putting us in the middle ficially. Even the soldiers insist they
of the road and endangering our posi- are here for a vacation and feel they
tion by traffic coming in both direc- are getting the short end of the deal
in many cases. It is a terrific sacrifice
tions and to the second, no.
we are all making
especially those
To decide whether we have a dem- who
the
service
and we are
"enter
ocratic army, we can go back one year having a difficult time accepting it
from this month and see that the very willingly
and not as a chore.
word "conscription" is undemocratic,
We have accepted our status too
although the principles on which it is long
to appreciate it, and, while wi
conducted are considered fair by all. will fight for
it at the last minute if
Uoon arrival at camp we were told ' the worst comes, and give our all, we
time and again that our entrance into will do better to realize our situation
service was depriving us of no priv- at present. No matter how well preileges that we enjoyed at home. How- pared we may be physically and mate,
e
ever,
differs from
rially, we will defeat our own pur- freedoirPbf movement 'pose by not orienting ourselves psyand
have been limited. chologically to the possibilities which
A ceftain amount of back-talis over . the future holds in store for us.
.
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Soldier OHers View on Prevalence
Of Demnnrnnv in U.F. Armxr nrrmn
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irlt we
continued to encourage the British in
slaughtering of German youth. But
"
with honest conviction of the right in
this question we ask: Is there anv- "thing UnhristiaiTabbutrrielping good
to overcome evil? about sacrificing to
try to free millions of oppressed peoples from a tyranny so cruel that
lives' are lost because people dare to
disagree? about taking the only? possible way to restore Europeans to the
status of free people like ourselves?
How can we on this side of the water
possibly have clear consciences to go
on with what will have to be done
after the war, if we know that we have
given at least our
not
moral support to nations now sacrificBy LBS GIBIAN
ing their all for the principles on
The new band most critics, and the which our own United States governboys in Kenarden I, have been raving ment was founded at such great cost.
In view of these facts this erouo is
about lately is Artie Shaw. All told,
the outfit numbers 32 pieces including organizing a club which will uphold
- a 13 piece string section.-I- t
is a very- - two objectives: maintainance of Amer
well rehearsed crew and is rated very ican and world democracy even though
high. ("It is musical all over the it involves U. S. in actual warfare
place" says .one critic, whose literacy and, lasting peace based on a new
has been questioned at other times in world order.L We would like Hitler
the past.)
to realize that this nation stands unitThe soloists are excellent, mention ed in its willingness to defend debeing made of many of them in the mocracy at any cost. And (hough our
latest record reviews. Shaw, of course, club doesn't cherish war any more
is still playing a very tasty clarinet than our campus opponents we know'
with his delicacy of style endearing of no reasonable alternative.
him to all who have an ear for "finSincerely yours,
esse". Veteran Dave Tough, drumJohn Stalker, R. C. Neff, Betty
mer man, is beating out a very solid
Piatt, Sue MacMjllan, Betty Steinfour o a bar for Artie. His depender, John Bathgate, George Muldable, unpretentious style helps to give'
er, Ellen Vaugh, Gordon Gray.
the band a rhythm foundation that is
solid as a house. Lee Castaldo and
Lips Page are both being lauded right
Debunks
and left because of their splendid hot
Mongers
work
trumpet
on Shaw's latest discs.
Concerning the band's routing, (it Dear Editor:
is now on tour), it is interesting to
The latest move of the Washington
note that the leader has made a com- war makers is attempted revision of
plete change in his- itinerary, and is the neutrality act. Some of the bolder
going to complete his tour, in the and less discrete politicians even clamNorth rather than the South as or for its outright repeal.
planned. The reason is colored trump,
Of course they realize that the very
eter and vocalist, Lips Page. Shaw did purpose of this is to drag the Amerinot wish to "weaken his band by leav-in- g can people into a bloody war in
Page (one of the outfit'iTbest which they have no interest, and to
showmen and instrumentalists), out which at least eighty per cent of them
'
of the line-up- ;
yet he was afraid that are opposed.
o
any
comments Would emIt is time that the people took mat-ter- s
barrass Page and himself . Dixie, where
in their own hands and stopped
Shiw was to get a guarantee of- - almost this mad rush to Europe's wars. The
2000 a night, will miss the oppor- - administration no longer represents
tunity of hearing this great band.
their wishes.
G.R,
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The Peanuts hive decided that hay and
horses will never do so they will be "outward
bound" on foot for Miller's pond to take- over
from 8 until 10:30. It is a picnic, so hot dogs,

other

t

-

With dawn comes Saturday, heralding
When college women are forced to gather
, in back- alleys to smoke, it is time something
was done to remedy the existing situation.
There is nothing illegal in smoking
but it certainly does not create a very favorable
impression when ten or a dozen girls congregate at one place and litter the ground with
cigarette butts.

.

.

Lucky, Lindy
Now about that medal. We don't
see why Lindy should give it. back
to ole Adolf. Think of its value as a
souvenir alone. We can readily understand why Mr. Lindbergh hesitates to
return such a curio. We wouldn't display it above the fireplace but we
rather delight in the thought of being
able to take from a secret niche
in our den some such disreputable
taken, to be displayed before, a secret,

DATE BOOK

hay-ride-

Are Wooster students chiselers? The answer is
. no, not all are, but quite a
few can justifiably be branded with that title.
We have reference to thetet- dance and to all dances in the future which
these people may desire to attend.

see-Paris-inr-
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No More Pork!
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GREEN

Letters to
the Editor

.

She slammed the door and beat a hasty retreat. A" moment later she heard the noise of
bare feet padding along behind her. It was
the bather clad only in a towel. "Where's the
fire?" he shouted. By J.B.

-

.

Well, we've added our bit to national offensive tactics and apparently just in time too,' for Mr Lind- bergh said in his most recent address'
that he was probably giving his last
speech . . . which we didn't take liter-ally- ,however. What Mr. Lindbergh
meant was that it was his last uncen-sore- d
speech. Henceforth his script
will undergo close scrutiny before it is
presented
by the officials, of the
America First Committee, his sponsors. Oh Irony of Ironies!

time-savin-

cape."

the

a

.

.

-

,
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....

said one.

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt recently admitted in a radio broadcast that Russians were
given the right to form churches, but stated
that religious growth had been hampered in
the Soviet by lack of education. If a group of
Russian people are strong enough morally to
d
wanr a church:,"
certainly begone --

.

from anything bordering upon senti- mentality. Arrows enough have been
shot into lofty realms and they've
The Voice invites its readers to express
their opinions in a brief and courteous
been lost probably because war. and
manner. Each letter must bear the signature
anything akin to it is seldom found
and address of the author, but the name
may be initialed if the author so desires.
on a very high plane. Finally it occurThe editor reserves the right to accept
red to us that a shotgun, loaded with
or reject any communication.
sneezing pqwder, would surely place
a shot somewhere on the target may.
Suggests New Walk
be even in the center and inflict the
least possible injury on all concerned. Dear
Editor:
So, we take aim
,
With all the new walks and roads
Some Pointers, Mr. Lindbergh
the college is laying down on the
In the first place, if Mr. Lindbergh campus how about a walk leading
""
wantedto
from the Library to the Shack. As
hurry
back
a
in 1927 he wouldn't you know it's one of the most used
have to work so hard today convincing and popular routes on the campus but
us that Adolf is but a stone's throw it's utterly impassable in rainy weathaway. His past deeds leave him in an er and it's a dusty lane in dry weather.
embarassing position. Some future
Since the path is completely unprohistorian will probably trace the caus- tected, the rains atC cutting an ugly,
es of America's' entrance into World gash, which may grow to a sizeable
War II backed thatjittle hop of the " gully-- . A jbrick . walk, Jaid down now,
Spirit of St. Louis, which brought would prevent this erosive
in
America closer than ever before to the making and would provide stuthe "seething caldron of hatred" which dents with a
is Europe today.
path.
Yours,
Then, we thought it would be much
better if Mrs. Lindbergh could be perNorman Wright
suaded to do some of her husband's
writing. She can say the same thing
so much better. She ought to be given
Group Organizes
some sort of an official title too. This
would be in the nature of a clever To the Editor:
We think the readers of the "Voice"
counter-movto Frankie's recent appointment of his "first lady" to a de- should know that there is a group on
fense post. And while we're in a sug- the campus who are not willing to sit
gesting mood why not invite Mr. ' back and let Britain fight our war for
Raymond Gram Swing to make the us, and perhaps lose while we do
nothing; a group who are not willing
- addresses for Mr.- - Lindbergh.-Thin- k
of the tremendous dramatic note he to turn the world over to Hitler.
'
,
,
v, .
"Tiould merrlrrthem-an- d
We have heard ir said iharthls Is
thlnk6f
the audience he already commands.
not our war, and that we would not

--

"No," said the American. "I'm Christopher

Wc are told that Russia's entry into the war
has delayed our own plunge into the mad struggle for world supremacy. Why then do some
people have to choose the present to coerce
Russia into giving widespread religious free'
dom to her citizens. Ji would seem that they
"
are thwarting their own purpose.

.

'
--

We thought of moistening our
"sights", but finally, decided to refrain

'

Lay Off Russia!

.

By Shriver

confidential meeting of friends- - It- could become,-5!rui- I
ritual. re
served for the furtive pleasure, of the
select few. Napoleon and the . Czar
Alexander exchanged medals
and
they would certainly be. prizes today .
irC a household whose ancestor had
been the recipient of one. After all,
Adolf has made quite a splash upon
this earth and a medal from him is a
prire-ev- en
though it has to be kept
in a fumigator.
r

ojwas,

--

-

Mr. Lindbergh, who isn't as lonely
in his work. as he
ha cer- .
f
i "
i .
i
tt.
Deen making tne headlines
tainiy
again. He's become a common target
on a comnioj practice range where
people try to learn how to hurl invectives most effectively. We thought
perhaps we might be missing out on
something; maybe we too should take
our turn in line and fire away with
the rest of them. We weren't exactly
sure just what procedure to adopt,
however.
We could attempt a fast two-gu- n
draw and shoot over our head aiming
with the aid of a mirror held between
our toes but that kind of a shot is
pretty tricky one that only experts
should 'attempt. We weren't sure we
had the polish and veneer to put
that one over and get away with it
we'd probably, drop the mirror. Why
even our boss, Butslin' Bob, missed the
bullseye, hitting.the extreme peripheral
margin of the target, the one labeled
with that nasty, nasty word "isola- tionist" and " he " took careful aim.
.

for Natieaal AoWtiaiaa by National Adrwtuiog
Samoa, be- 430 Madam Aa- Nnr York, N. Y.

ON THE HILLTOP

Just Ad Libbing

I come from dear old Boston,
The home of the Bean and the Cod.
Where Cabots speak only to Lowells
And Lowells speak only to God. v
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Highland Park's Location Confusing;
Author Discloses True Whereabouts
By JEAN SMELTZ

To most of us the name of Highland park calls to mind the vast acres
anywhere past the college golf course and extending indefinitely in both
directions. Confusion has resulted as, for instance, during one of the section
hayndes when the participants and
the food were separated. Few of us $600 and annexed Highland park to
know the actual boundaries of the the college property. In 1924 plans
were made to further develop the new
land or the history of its acquisition.
In area it is only ten acres and is park. It was to be a project of future
located on the west side of the dirt senates from year to year. To quote
road
runs perpendicular to the article concerning the purchase,
Wayne avenue. It is bounded on one "Soon it can be made the attractive
side by the bridge and on the other park and playground that has been
by a fence. It runs back to include the dream of many Woosterians."
This noble effort on the part of
Devil's Slide and the adjoining land.
Many years ago it was city property those past senates seems to have been
and the site of a city park. Rumor has to no avail for Highland has dwindled
it that there was even a bandstand into comparative insignificance. Has
and that it was a popular place for the need for a college park disapity functions.. Thus it was cleared peared or has the student
they own the land?
and still is less jungle-lik- e
,
than the
surrounding land. With the 1921 Stu;
LIBRARY RECOMMENDS
dent Senate, plans were in order to.
purchase this property for the student KpZIERIKO, WILLIAM, compiler
body. Three succeeding senates added
One Hundred
One-Atheir
money
fund
the
to
and
Plays.
in
f924
This
volume
should
be
.
of inter-es- t
.the' student body pf Wooster paid off
to our amateur actors and
the note on the land amounting to
I

.

that

body-for--gott-

,

Non-Royal-
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Husky Scot Sophs Bolster Hope For Future Successes Players, Tutors
Give Opinions
On Denison
In Rainy Tilts

Seventh, Second
Score Victories

The touch football league went into
full swing; this. week. Although rain
was the dominating feature of the.
HAL STREEPER Sport Editor
weather, the games went on, in spite
of a soggy field.
Slightly handicapped by frequent
The first game of the week saw
Intramural football, or for that
.injuries in practice, the Scots have not
Secmatter all intramural sports, command Kenarden III defeat
faltered in their efforts. of priming a lot of respect around here
on our tion IX to the tune of
The
for the game with Denison. It un- campus. There is
some mighty fine game was closely contested and the few
doubtedly will be another gloomy and
spirit shown out there on the- ball people that braved the rain were not
anxious Saturday since the gridders field during these football games be disappointed. Kenarden
II, not to be
travel to the enemy's' battlefield for tween sections and Douglass. Some ofj outdone by Third, defeated
a team
their second tussel of the current sea you people who go wandering
around of underclassmen, namely Douglass
son.
ye die campus 'hunting for some rare III by a score of 24-This game was
Maybe the open date of last
pleasure should stop over at field and L the closest thing to a
dur
Saturday was not such a loss aftake a look at the intramural setuu. ing the week.
ter all. Had there been a game,
The most closely played contest of
It win't be long now until we
at least three of the regular eleven
the week went to Kenarden III and
will be packing into the gym for
would have been unable to start
Kenarden I. A safety was the deciding
another swimming season. Coach
or see a great deal of action. Infactor of the game and as a result
Munson has given the call to arms
juries are just something that
Third
came out of the game on the
legs
and
and it is a tough winter
happen. Coaches say "sometimes
big
end
of a
count;
ahead. It won't be long until all
you can go through the entire seaOn Tuesday after the Third-Firs- t
swimmers will be straining under
son without any major ones and
contest Kenarden VII kept their rec
the rigid physical fitness rule! that
other times the entire team is
ord
clean by defeating Douglass II.
are so familiar to any sport that
haunted with them."
The Kappas won by a score of 18-Munse is connected with. It's phy-icNot too much is known about this
Their superior defense that scored
fitness plus, but it is this
week's game. Dope on Denison seems
three touchdowns in their first game
sort of training that makes the
scarce; however, Denison has taken
fell off and only scored two this game
winning teams.
two teams in their stride thus far. In
while their improving offense scored
their opener they rolled over Rio Co-ethe other one.
ds
Grande for a 51 to 0 score. The folLast Thursday Kenarden V and
lowing game saw the colors of Mount
Kenarden VI found it impossible to
Union go down to the Denison gridtake the field without boats so their
ders to the tune of 32 to 0. Come Satgame was canceled.
urday and we hope to see a different
side of this powerhouse. We hope
By ILENB SMITH
. . . . we hope!
The.Y. W. C. A. and W. A. A.
Tuesday evening the game room
have combined' to be hostesses to the
in Kauke was the scene of some
Big and Little Sisters on Saturday,
fancy
playing. Bob
Oct. 11; at 2:30 in Babcock lounge.
McClure had as his guest on the
There will be glimpses of all types of
campus Mr. Martin Aronson who
In the games yesterday, Kenarden
apparel that might be worn on
three years ago rated 18th man
VI
scored an
victory over Doug
The Y.' W. will sponsor the re. in the national ping pong stand- las
is
This
I.
the
second
time a Dour- freshments and the W. A. A. the style
ing. Both of these players were
ass team has scored on a Kenarden
showings.
in rare form. An awful lot of
f
'
On Saturday morning, we will, be team so far this season.
trouble can be caused with., that
Kenarden
VII
had
little
trouble in
hosts to .eight jCengirls who are com- little white ball. .Especially .when
"
victory " over" Fourth.'
ing down to compete .with us in tennis
you know how to handle
boys from Seventh WrpiTlnw
'
and golf, Py, .Homan, Steiner, and The
and they surely did.
starting
but their attack' gathered moMaybe this isn't the place for the Woodward will represent Wooster in
mentum
as the game progressed. The
following article but a word now may tennis, and Polen, Stratton, and two
winners
featured
a strong running at
save some hard feelings. It seems as if others to be determined by a qualifytack
which
is
rather
novel for a touch
some of our freshman boys are not ing round, in golf. The matches will
football
team.
aware of the trouble that can be begin at '9:30 for anyone interested
Won
Lost
Tied
caused by the wearing of high school in watching the fun. The Kent girls
Seventh
..3
- 0
0
...r
will have lunch at Babcock and stay
letter awards and other school
Second
.
2
0
0
for the style show if time permits.
.......
0
0
The' tennis tournament is on! Let's Fifth
A number of upperclassmen
1
..:
1
0
have noticed some individuals ' see everyone playing her match off as Sixth .
Third
1
2
0
proudly boasting their awards.
soon as it comes up. No delays please;
1
.
cold. weather is not far away. There Fourth
We realize that you have worked
" 1
0
...
have been, a few changes in the sports First
hard for them, but feel that you
Douglas
...
I
.0
2
schedule. Modern dance is on Mon
should have enough of what it
Douglas
2
0
II
days' and Thursdays at 3:30 in Galpin
takes to feel that you are all of
2
.....0
..... Wooster and Wooster is all of
basement, and golf is on Tuesdays and Douglas III .
F.
C.
O.
...
0
0
days and Thursday at 3:30.
you.
o- -w

Squad Feels Confident;
Coaches See Tough Game
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In order to give our readers the
inside dope ''on what is going on in
the coaches' and players' minds, the
sports department endeavored to obtain ten second interviews from various members of the team and the
coaching staff concerning Saturday's
game with Denison. It must be remembered that these statements are merely
first reactions to the question, "What
do you think about next Saturday's
game with Denison?"

Here were the answers:
Coach ' Swigart: "Denison will not
outweigh us more than two pounds
"sa
per man. Their one tig tackle brings
...
w.CU,w.x .: their average up. Stoneburner's and
WOOSTER SOPHS Diedrlck, Ferris, Stonebuner, Binxwnan, Homth, Smelts.
Smith's injuries may hold us up but
On the shoulders of these Scot have sen action in the present season the Scot lineup during the next two outside of these injuries everybody will
huskies will rest most of the responsi but bigger things are expected for years.
be ready."
bility for coming years. These men them when they will return to bolster
Coach Schroeder: "Gee, it is going
to be anybody's ball game. I have
seen them play several times and they
On To Muskingum
are plenty tough. Most of their power
is through the air and tackles but
Sixteen more days until Migrawith Smeltz and Boyer in there, they
tion Day. Any person found on
won't go through our tackles. We have
or about the campus on Oct. 23
the fighting edge."
will be convicted of school treaCoach Munson: "I hope we can
son. In other words be in Granbeat them."
ville two weeks from this SaturCaptain Harry Ditch: "I hope we
day at or around 2:00 p.m. if
take them. They are going to be
can
ride the
you have to hitch-hikplenty tough."
rods, or just plain walk. The team
John Healy: "I don't know. If we
. is going to need a lot of supare
on our toes we will take them.
port, 'cause Muskingum is plenty
They
are big, but so is every team
tough and they have evil intenwe
.
face."
tions of putting the Wooster Scot-ti- e
Smeltz:
"I hear their line is
John
in the doghouse. Are we gotough."
ing to let them? Well, that deBill Vigrass: "I will tell you Thurspends upon how many "of you
day
when I see who is able to play.
loyal fans show up.
I think we ought to be able to beat
them."
Art Hoge: Jilt will be a hard game...
They may have scored plenty in their
first two games but they haven't played
as Casey,
TOM ROGERS
CAPT. JACK JONES
SID GILLMAN
anybody
Coach
tough yet."
Head
Quarterback
Assistant Coach
And Owen
Carl Boyer: "I hope we can get in
With two weeks to cover up on the right frame of mind. Any team'
An experienced coaching staff will
football
be
the
Denison
handling
team
all
of their weak points shown in the that has scored around 100 points in
A few notes on the hottest World
Rogers,
Tom
Coach
Saturday.
an
Cardinal-Tiger
fight
Series since the
Bowling Green encounter, the Scots two games must have a strong of1 years'
has
of
had
alumnus
Denison,
fense."
.
thirty-sixin
are apt to be bearing down when the
the coaching game,
experience
Harry Eicher: "You can bet on us.
in
There was no joy at 4:56 Sunday
Sid Gillman, was gun goes off on Saturday. Although We sure will be trying."
his.
while.
assistant,
afternoon in Flatbush. The mighty
' at Ohio State in Denison
has been picked over by
Bill Shinnt "It will be a tough ball
Casey had let the Bums down. The an
where he remained as a line Wooster by 14 points, practice ses- game. They have a tough club this
1932,
screamed that Mickey
newspapers
coach, until he was added to the Den- sions have shown that continual work year."
Owen had committed the
ison staff. Capt. Jack" Jones, is the on pass protection may enable the
Charles Colwell: "We are going to
World Series boner, but they had for
member of the board of strat- Scots to counter attack the Denison try our . . . darndest."
third
gotten to consider that Casey had the
aerial attact that has been responsible
egy. Jones, a veteran quarterback,
Mike Horvath: "I don't know
nothing and two count on strong man
for their two powerhouse victories in they're tough! We sure will be in there
will serve as field general.
Keller when he hit the next one for a
'
The Denison team has had easy the past two weeks.
fighting. They may have a big team
ridging double off the screen in right
picking in their first two games, beat-indefense
the
but I think we can. outplay them."
hold
.Wooster
If
true
field to drivo in the tiaing and win.
3I To"5, and rolling to form, there should be little trouble
Grande
Rlf
Bob Prentice: "If we can " gen 1
ning runs. That was the blow that
over a weak Mt. Union team 32 to in edging the Denison team into close uninjured men on the field,' I think
broke the Dodgers and cast the pale
0. Off tackle plays and forward weap- quarters. Injuries may make the Woos- we can beat them. I hear they- - have a
of gloom over the. borough's 3,000,000
ons spelled - defeat ter lineup weak in places but reserve good passing attack."
citizenry.
last time the Scots journeyed to Gran- material has shown well in practice
John Clay: "They are going to be
The supporters of the Bums lived ville.
sessions since the last game.
tough but we will bo tougher."
.
.
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JEWELER

Watch, Clock,

for-Wooste-

& Jewelry Repairing

213 E. Liberty
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Phone

893-- L

The Wayne County
National Bank

up to all expectations when it came to
showing their loyalty. The line started
forming at 2:30 p.m. the afternoon
before Brooklyn's first World Series
game in twenty-on- e
years. First in
line at the bleacher . window was an
employee, John Green,
who' had come all the way from
Washington to root for the beloved
Bums. . He was . offered $ 25, ., for his
place in line, but refused to give it
up.. One of those things that could
'
only happen in Brooklyn.
ex-governm-

Public Square and West Liberty

ent

.

"K eep

on t h e

B

all"
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OFFICERS

won't knit you a pair of snappy
Argyle Socks, buy your own in Freedlarider's
Men's Department. You'll find them in rich
shades of brown, blue, gray arid green full and
short lengths.
1

If your

gal-frien-

d

i

For you more conservative men, an English-RibbeSock will no doubt satisfy. AND this
style has the new Nylon reinforced toe. In black

d

DIX,

nt

.

Vice-pre-

s.

ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier
C. E. SHEARER,

Ass't Cashier

DIRECTORS
DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer
WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

FREEDLANDER'S

Read the

To show they didn't hold it against
him, the Monday crowd at Ebbets
Field gave the owner the greatest
ovation of the series on his first trip
to the plate after his fumble of the
day before.
The best catch' of the series, was
made by Dutlcey Medwick in the first
game when he went back against the
wall to take DiMaggio's bid fora home
run, but the second best could have
been any of a dozen stops made by
Gordon, the Yankee second baseman.
He was undoubtedly the star of the
series and "could be truly classed with
the great second basemen of all time.

Voice

.

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y
to the Board

2 for $1.00

55c

Vice-preside-

EDMUND SECREST,

it's correct for formal wear.
,

'..

E. C. LANDES, President
E. C.

of

"

"IT'S

YOUR PAPER"

Where You Find

Open Sundays from

.

9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

At The SHACK

TRUST OFFICERS

O

FEATURES ON CAMPUS LIFE

O

NAMES IN THE SOCIAL WHIRL

O

DOPE ON WOOSTER SPORTS

O

CANDID EDITORIALS

O

YOUR NAME IN

E. S. LANDES
E. C.

DIX

SENIORS

C. L. LANDES

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.

!

DAVID A.. TAGGART

FOR THE FINEST IN
MODERN PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY

EDMUND SECREST

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

JOHN D. OVERHOLT

MEMBER

Printed and Engraved Stationery
-

L. C.

..

Philip C. Good

.

819 QUINBY AVENUE

Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
Federal Reserve System

PHONE

'By

736--

Portable
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Typewriters
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Appointment Only

We service all makes of typewriters

WEITZEL Dry Cleaning Co.
Phone
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IIS.G.A. Selects Frosh Forum Elects Officers; Whitaker, Lytle, Parkerson
Henderson For
Formal, Ocl- 31

Thursday, October 9, 1941

CHAPEL
Friday, Oct.
Monday

Oct.

-

Pres.-

10

liiiilllii

and Martha Milburn,

Thursday, Oct.

1

if

'

V

''A'

Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary mathematics fraternity, elected Prof. Char- les O. Williamson as sponsor of the
Ohio Beta chapter of the fraternity
at the first meeting of the 1941-4- 2
year, Monday, Oct. 6, in Taylor hall.
The program chairman and a committee on admission of new members were
announced by Erdine Maxwell, president, and plans were completed for
a picnic supper to be held at the first
meeting of the math club Monday,
Oct. 13.
.

Left to right: Priscilla Whitaker, Bill Lytle, and Lauralynn Parkerson

At their meeting last Sunday morning, Freshman Forum elected as its
officers for the coming year, the fol-

.Smaller Personnel

The first of the two indoor concerts
to be given by the band this year will
be presented .n.rDec, 19.. Thapjor.
gram,, thus far. planned,-wi- ll
include
the popular "1812 Overture" by
Tchaikowsky and "On the Trail" from
the "Grand Canyon Suite", by Ferdie
Grofe. Also to be played will be
(Continued from Page 1)
Berceuse," and "Finale", both by
to locate the college at its site on the
Stravinski, as well as lighter numbers
hill
be decided upon later.
To the opening services and to a to
The newly elected officers of the
dinner to be held Thursday evening
are invited all descendants of the band are William Fissell,
founding families, that is, present to the presidency; Oscar Schrader,
Dick Weldon, secre
members of the group making up the
Sadie and Ruth Eve
first Board of Trustees, faculty, and
student body. An old record book of leigh, librarians; John Anderton, stage
former President Taylor shows the manager; Norman Krebbs and Gor
earliest listing of Trustees. In the first don Rowand, assistant stage managers;
year there were nineteen on the Board Virginia Lewis, social chairman.
of Trustees, seven faculty members,
New "members are: clarinets, ' Ruth
n
and
students.
Dornback, Norman Krebbs, Dorothy,
Anniversary Features Forums" MortimerJickpanglerJcornets,
Forums on Friday and Saturday will Glenn Carlson, Gordon Morkel, Rog
emphasize the main divisions of edu- er Seer est; baritone, Arthur Palmer;
cation: the, humanities, the physical tenor saxophone, Louis Eaton; trombonsciences, and the social sciences
es,-Clyde
Conn, Florence Town- The speakers will be Dr. Henry W. send; basses, Dick May berry; flutes,
Taeusch, '14, of Western Reserve Jeanne Mayer,
Eleanor Schlecht,
University, arid Chief Justice Carl James Smucker; French horn, Russell
V. Weygandt, '12, of the Ohio Su- Barnett; bassoon, Frederick Stead;
preme Court, for the humanities; Dt. percussion, Carol Bender,
Malcolm
Robert E. Wilson, '14, president of Kennedy, Gordon Rowand, John An
Petroleum and Trans- derton; alto clarinet, Alan Neiswand- port Company, Dr. Arthur H. Comp-ton- , er; and bass clarinet, Arthur South-wic'13, of the University of Chicago,
Jr.
and
John N. Mateer,.11, of Ford
hospital, for the physical sciences; Dr. Presbyterian Theological Seminary
at
.
.
i
i iai i y voiton, president orr the
Chicago, Dr. Delbert G. Caldwell, '04,'
j.T U
of the Massachusetts' Institute of Technology, and Dr. Wallace, Notestein,
'00, of the Yale University, for the
SPORTSWEAR
'
social sciences.
Campus Wear
'The Old School" is the piay which
will have its opening night in Scott
AT
auditorium on Wednesday. It will be
presented again Thursday and Saturday evenings. The playwright is Dr.
WOOSTER, OHIO
Fred Eastman, '08, of .the Chicago
Theological Seminary, the new presi
dent of the Alumni Association.
Case. Plays For Homecoming
Saturday afternoon Case from Cleveland will play the Scots in the 39th
consecutive football game between the
two institutions After the game an
alumni
will be held in
Tonight Thursday
Babcock lounge, followed by an informal dinner for alumni in Bab-cocRonald Colman in
lower room. In the eveningan
alumni dance will be held
"My Life with Caroline"
the
in
gymnasium.
President Wishart will be the preach-e- r
at the usual Sunday Homecoming
service.
In the afternoon President
Friday and Saturday
and Mrs. Wishart will receive alumni
and friends of the college from four
"Manpower"
until six. The last event will, be a
with Edward G. Robinson
'concert in th chapel Sunday evening
by Robert Hill, '31, and Genevieve
and Marlene Deitrich
Rowe, '30.

Baldwin, Snavely

Speak at Silver
Jubilee Banquet
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Woosler Band Has

12, 13, 14,

EAST LIBERTY ST.
Parker Pens
Diamonds

Hi"'

812
DAY and NIGHT

Comical Doings and Sayings Mark
Typical Play Rehearsal as Turmoil

history.

SUNDAY
Nazis give Norway
ultimatum; cooperate or starve
Parachuter George Hopkins still
perched on Devil's Tower in Wyom- -

--

...

ing- .

f; ,

Su-pre-

me

...
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hfe-save-
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rs

y

International Club
Studies Americas

...

Non-membe-

...

t;

-

.

notTlnclirtlef

-

-
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rr-J-

75th Anniversary Program

in-vit- ed

rs

--

South-America-

.

...

Upper

Y.M.C.A.

Will

Pictures

1,

College Presents
Eastman's Play

--

Latin-Americ-

-"--

The

Priorities System
Delays Construction

,

,

game--Woos-

ter

'.

,

'

Will:;

.;;.

"

.

reg-ula-

Secret

--

Saturday and Sunday several
of the group will attend meetings
at Bluffton, O., and Cleveland where
Kirby Page will speak. Wilma Oliver
is in charge of transportatipn and 'the
general arrangements for conference
attendance.

L

lasting

mdrti-ber- s

WeW'Set
Taliaferro, your barber

"It Pays

to Look

Just Two Blocks Off Campus
Phone 1287-564 Stibb St.

L

of Public Square

Phone

965--

WOOSTER

FARM

FOR

FISH and

TOWN & COUNTRY

25
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.

1926 Cleveland Rd.

Ph. 911

MAKE-U-

P

FILM

A sheer, filmy foundation that conceals little impera
fections and protects precious natural moisture
beautjr treatment all day long. Glows through your
powder and holds it smooth and lovely for hours!
e,
shades: Peachbloom,
Exquisite

...

Mau-resqu-

skin-blendi-ng

Rico Tan. Helena Rubinstein's Town
Country

"

INSTRUCTIONS ARE FREE

Helena Rubinstein's

FRENCH FRIES

W

(

.

Why Not Take Your
'
Date to -

DAIRIES

THE WOOLCRAFT SHOP
.

.

0;

MONDAY Louis Brandeis,
Court Justice for 23 years,
died today . . . Yankees become
World's Champions again, taking four
games out of five.
'
TUESDAY Germans launch giCorporation
gantic offensive against Russia , . .
Officers Prisoner exchange plan collapses
Eight expert mountain climbers rescue
Hopkins
from his airy hangout.
The
officers of THE
WEDNESDAY
Germans claim
Corporation are: Bob Geddes, presisuccesses
the
south
in
.' . . Duce dedent; Ray Hudson,
Erdine Maxwell, secretary; and Scott crees death to pldtters in conquered
countries.
"
Leonard, treasurer.
SPEECH Hitler's speech was so
The board of directors of THE
Corporation met Tuesday to plan the funny that it would make anyone
laugh, but I'll still take Fred Allen.
year's activities.
There are two types of stock available in THE Corporation. Class A is
limited to junior and senior economic German Club Meets Mon.
majors and gives them voting cower.
Twenty upperclassmen have already
Monday, Oct. 13 at 7 p.m. the
subscribed to this class. Others who German club will meet in lower Babare interested in the orocram nf THR cock. The German Conversation class
Corporation may obtain class B stock. will have charge of the program. ;AU
This permits participation in all activi- - those who are taking German or have
r but does
to had OefmaKremvited to Ihe nfetetF
-vote.
ing. - vice-presiden-

,

Two capable instructors to teach you how t knit, crochet,
sew, needlepoint, make your rugs, etc.
,

LIBERTY CLEANERS

33--

,

,

'

TVTf"F KllVn

ship--pin- g

d

S, E. Corner

CITY TAXI

h

SATURDAY
Japs request
resumption . . . Stalin says Rus- sia will hold out all winter . . Heavy
fighting at Leningrad and Odessa
. . . Ohio State smears So. Calif.
Trojans worst defeat in their football

Elects New

--

THERE'S NEVER A DULL MOMENT AT

221

science-speec-

FRIDAY
Hitler" makes short
speech of little over an hour. Says
Russians are already beaten. (I wonder if the Russians know it.) . . .
Firing squads get more practice.

THE

Jewelry

GEO. H. LAHM

French-English-

.

Byron Lerch, president of the math
club,
announced that the first meeting
ident, Priscilla Whitaker; secretary, ing, to be held in Kauke 201 at 9:45
Lauralynn Parkerson; treasurer, Don- a.m., is "The Christian's Attitude of the club will be a picnic supper at
ald Meisel; music chairmen, Sadie Toward War". The leaders will be Prof. Williamson's home Monday,
Eveleigh and William Steiner.
Arthur Palmer, William Lucas, Shirley Oct. 13, at 6 p.m. All old members of
newly-electethe club, new students, and Kappa Mu
The subject of next Sunday's meet Parker, and Margaret Rath.
Epsilon members are invited to attend. The math club is open to anyone interested in mathematics, while
Kappa Mu Epsilon is the honorary
fraternity to which members are electBy BARBARA HAAS
ed.
."
"Write up a typical play rehearsal" sez he. "O.K." sez I. "Make it inThe committee on admissions for
teresting" sez he. "I'll try" sez I. So off I trots to supervise a play reKappa . Mu Epsilon is composed of
hearsal just as he sez. Here 'tiz! Sez I
.
Robert McClure, chairman, Dorothy
The questionable fragrance of wet paint seeping from the stage and Foote,
and Dorothy Rickards. Resettling down like a rumor upon those
quirements
for consideration of adbelow, t l J Professor Lean first catch- breathless, "What Act? Where are
mission
mathematics ' through
are
ing your eye as you enter. "Do that we?" . . . Jack Mellin unwinding
differential
calculus, enrollment in
line and try walking to the left as you from his chair to start his role . . .
integral
calculus,
and a 2.25 rating
speak" first catching your ear as you The constant opening and closing of
in
math
course.
college
text books (or, reasonably acenter. The nearest chair first catching
Herb., Rogers,
you as you enter . . . Lines continuing curate, fascimiles)
Forced
.
smoothly , (with-onlevery third one crunching .
the door
prompted) . . . the act6rs not on laughs at now old jokes
the stage relapsing into a lethargy . . . bursting open to reveal a startled face
" 'Scuse me!" . . .
one by one actors drifting in to re- and a smothered,
lieve Dr. Lean o one more role until and now a "happy" frown in the perWEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15
he is reading only 4 or 5 parts . . . son of one Stalker drooping into, the
International Relations club will P.M.
'.
scripts being studied with
Doug Zook, Walt Krumm, and John room "".
hold an open meeting on Oct. 15 at 8:15 Premiere of Anniversary Play
"The bid School"... Sftx Auditorium
Bathgate holding up the fort with a vengeance worthy of applause . ... 7:30 p.m. in the
art room of Taylor
faces
appearing warily from behind hall.
only a mild shout necessary in order
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
are cordially
weaving
stage sets . . . all this and
P. M.
An imaginary door
to be heard
n
to attend the
more.
2:30 .Service of Commemoration ,
movies that will be shown. This meetMemorial Chapel
opening. "Don't enter there, Miss Lee,
"So this is what a typical rehearsal ing will be the beginning
Wooster's Pageant of Past Presidents
George
N. Luccock, 78
of
series
a
the hinges are on that side." . . . is like,", sez
I. "It's a turmoil," I sez, emphasizing
Wooster 1919-194An Interpretation
Howard F. Lowry, '23
South American relaJane Menold tumbling in with a but
I stayed until the end.
4:30 Dedication of Memorial Tablet to Dr. James A. Reed '
tions.
West Entrance to Galpin
International is a branch of the 6:00 Founders'
Dinner
(for
Descendants
of
Founders)
Babcock
T.. ......
Class
Carnegie Endowment for. International
8:15 Anniversary Play "The Old School"
Scott Auditorium
Peace and it should interest all those
See
students who are vitally concerned
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17
With these critical times.
A. M.
Upperclass -- Y will meet Tuesday,
.Memorial Chapel
The meetings provide an oppor 10:00 Educational Programs
(Continued from Page 1)
Oct. 14, in Douglass lounge to see
Scot
The
in
History
Wallace
Notestein, '00
tunity for students to air their views,
football pictures taken at Wooster's student leader, the play rolls to a very
Our
Cultural
Relations
a
with
express their opinions and share their
games last year. Coach Johnny Swi- - surprising end.
Robert G. Caldwell, '04
ideas, through discussions and debates.
gart will give a running commentary.
International Wooster.r..::.;:..:::;.:."..::.';:: J. Harry Cotton; '21
The cast includes Martha Childress Those who would like to join may
The meeting starts at 7 p.m.
P. M.
as Mrs. Patton; Clarice Miraldi as fill out application blanks which are
2:30 Educational Program...J.
...................Memorial Chapel
.
Freshman "Y" met last Wednesday,
the
center desk of the library.
Mrs. O'Connor; Herbert Rogers as at
Recent Advances in Medical Science
Oct. 8, in Douglass lounge and heard
.
John G. Mateer, '11
Song Recital .....
Donald Dickason, assistant business Mr. Kahle; Ray Gilman, Bob; DougHoward Shaw, '40
......
Priorities in Defense of the Humanities... Henry W. Taeusch, '14
manager, speak on "College Life in las Zook, Mr. Grey; Foster Lewis,
6:00 Anniversary Dinner
Severance Gymnasium
.
.
General". In the near future the Major Daniels; Virginia Lee, Myrtle;
freshman "Y" group will choose two Phemia Heymans, Sarah;
Jane Men-old- ,
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18
representatives to serve on the "Y"
A. M.
Jane; and Lois Clowes as Fiss
cabinet.
Memorial Chapel
(Continued from Page 1) -- - 10:00 . Educational Program.,....
..
Gleason.
r
Bob West, president of Wooster's
Physics and the Future:.....
1
Arthur H. Compton, '13
at the soda bar and in the booths of
"Y", announced that plans were beinc
Dr. Eastman, recently elected pres- the dance pavilion.
Individuals and Incentive A Physical Scientist
made to combine both the "Y's" to
...1 Robert E. Wilson, '14
ident of the Alumni Association was
Looks At Our College System
The
music
room, handicapped as it
form one united campus organization.
The College in a Chaotic' World...
Carl V. Weygandt, ' 1 2
graduated
from Union Theological is in its present location in lower
Interest in upperclass "Y" usually
Kauke because of class rooms over- P. M.
seems to fall off so it is thought that Seminary in 1911. He received his
2:15 Football
vs. Case...
...Severance Stadium
head, will be transferred to the Union
a combination would be beneficial.
LL.D. from Wooster in 1927. In 1911
4:45 Alumni Tea J.
....... Babcock Hall and Hoover Cottage
building.
he was ordained a Presbyterian minNext Sunday afternoon the cabinets
Scoveli Field
7:00 Bonfire
.
.....
....
Several changes will be made about
of the Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A. ister and for two years after this did the
Dance
Gymnasium
Severance
8:00
college because of. the new build
Kenwill meet together to set the dates for Social Survey Work in Missouri,
Anniversary
Scott
Auditorium
Play
School".....
8:15
"The
Old
tucky, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. ing. A new observatory will be built
joint meetings and social occasions.
next - spring in-- the center- tower "of
He" was" a member of thT Presbyterian
SUNDAYTOCTOBER 19
Board of Missions from 1919 to 1923. Galpin hall to accommodate the tele- A. M.
scope. This newposition of the tele 11:00 Church Service
....;. ..Memorial Chapel
Peace Fellowship
He 'has worked "iripublications "as scope will be
far superior to the old
"by President Wishart
Sermon
well
writing 21 pieces of literature observatory,
where trees often ob P. M.
Elect New Committees since as1918.
From 1917 to 1919 he was
structed the view. The present book 4:00 Reception to Alumni and Friends.
:
Babcock Hall
.7..... ....
business manager pf the "Red Cross
Robert P. Hill, '31,
7:45 Concert Memorial Chapel
:..
. ,
.
The second meeting of the Peace Magazine" and from 1924, until 1926 store will house an office for the Inand Genevieve Rowe, '30
Service Fellowship will be held Sun- he was managing editor of "Christian dex and a stock room for college
day at 8 p.m. in Taylor hall. This Work". At the present time he is con- maintenance.
will be immediately following the
r
tributing editor of "Christian CenSunday Evening Forum program. tury". Also, at the present time he is
Make your room reservations
The meeting will be for the purpose professor of biography, literature and
for Week-en- d
Guests at
of electing a new executive committee, drama
at Chicago Seminary. He has
of a .
and appointing regular chairmen for held this position since 1926. Dr.
The
MRS. , A. MONYER
the project, devotional and other com- Eastman is a member of Phi Beta
522 Wayne Ave. 7 Ph. 1291-make - up
mittees.
lovely,
Kappa. .

JBWELER
15

on
Oct.
during the chapel hour. Dr. Warren P. Spencer, president of the society, made the presentation.
They are Martha Page Milburn,
Washington, D.C., music major; Harriet Hostetter, Minerva, O., psychology major; Bertha Spooner, Jamestown, N. Y.,
major;
Marcus Naylor, Wooster, O., chemistry major; and Stanley Coates, Wooster, O., political
major.
The electees were admitted on the
basis of high averages for six semesters at Wooster. Students elected on
junior ratings must have higher averages than those elected after seven
semesters, according to Miss Elizabeth
Coyle, secretary of the society. Formal
initiation will take place some time
after Homecoming. Elections for the
second semester will be in February.
.

i

Hal Streeper, who heads the com
mittee in charge of securing an orches
lowing:
tra considered the M.S.GA. extremely
President, William Lytle; vice-pre- s
fortunate to obtain this band on such
short notice. Other members of this
committee are Bill Devitt and Bob
Cope. Attendance will be restricted to
223 bids, which will be apportioned to
sections according to their membership.
According to Director Stanley Dav
The decoration committee includes
the college band is smaller this
is,
EuPaul Gruber, Charles Ireland and
having a membership of 52.
year,
gene Beem. Members of the program
with 23 new members, the
However,
decommittee, which will arrange the
is
better balanced organiza
group
a
tails for the dance, are Let Thomas,
tion, and shows greatly improved equalBill Bailey and Bob Dailey.
ity, he- - says.

Oct

Pres. Wishart.

"

w

lity

Sun, Moil, Tues., Wed.

16
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S.-Ja-
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in-availabi-

Pan-Americ-

Prof. James An

Math Fraternity
Elects Sponsor

Hi

By STAN COATES

THURSDAY, Oct. ? Thirty-nine- .
Czechs-executemore
. , . Brjtish and
Five seniors were' presented notices
Germans
exchange
raids . . . U.
air
of their election to Membership-in-Cours- e
p
talks
standstill
at
Snow in
of the Kappa Chapter, Phi
'
'
'. ..
.
Russia.
Beta Kappa of Ohio,
Friday,
3,

--

-

Separate chapel.

derson; notices.

ht

Henderson, who wrote history in
the annals of swing music a few years
ago as arranger for Benny Goodman's
orchestra, recently completed a successful engagement at the Rose land
Ballroom on Broadway's Great White
Way. His present outfit was formed
only last February and specializes in
playing many of his classic Goodman
arrangements.'

.

To Class of '42

musi.

.

Facts In
fieri ow
d

Tuesday, Oct. 14
Wednesday, Oct. 15

Fletcher Henderson, one of the
colored orchestra
country's
leaders and arrangers, will bring his
band to Wooster, JFriday evening, Oct
31, to play for the Men's Self Govern
ment Association's formal dance. At a
meeting ' of the Kenarden Council,
Wednesday night, it was decided to
change the date of the affair from the
24th to the 31st because of the
of a good orchestra on
the former date,
top-flig-

no- -

Witzler

H--Virg- inia

cal program.

Negro Leader and Former
Goodman Arranger Will
Bring Band to Wooster

Wishart;

-

Phi Beta Kappa
Grants Honors

MaV8-u-

p

Film, 1.00, 1.50.
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